
Sound Propaganda: On Sound and Music in 
Early Modern Religious Persuasion 

The use of propaganda is both a very old and a very new story. On the one hand, the advent of a 
technologized mass media since the twentieth century compels us to recognize the political 
instrumentalization of propaganda; on the other hand, propaganda, understood primarily through 
the vehicle of the printing press, has long been seen as a crucial means of persuasion, not least in 
the Reformations and Counter-Reformations. Did sound—and music as its more specific 
expression—operate as “propaganda” in early modern Europe, and in what ways did it convey a 
persuasive message? This lecture considers the unique properties and ambiguities of sound and 
its role in religious persuasion in early modern Germany.  
 
Alexander Fisher is a specialist in music, sound, and religious culture in early modern Germany. 
He is the author of Music and Religious Identity in Counter-Reformation Augsburg, 1580-1630 
(Ashgate, 2004), and Music, Piety, and Propaganda: The Soundscapes of Counter-Reformation 
Bavaria (Oxford, 2014). His work has also appeared in various journals, including the Journal of 
Musicology, Journal of the Royal Musical Association, Early Music History, and the Journal for 
Seventeenth-Century Music. His current research on soundscapes and confessional space in the 
Holy Roman Empire in the post-Reformation era is supported by the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada.  
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